Latinos in the Arts (A to Z of Latino Americans)

Latinos in the Arts traces the
accomplishments of 178 performing and
visual artists. Whether an individual was
born in the United States or emigrated from
such countries as Mexico, Cuba, Spain, or
numerous other Central and South
American nations, each Latino profiled has
made significant contributions to art in the
United States. themes, such as religious
imagery and the struggle for social justice,
often appear and reappear in these artists
creative works. A bibliography directs the
reader to sources for further information
about Latino Americans and the arts. One
subject index divides entries by area of
expertise, such as cartoonist and
printmaker. Additional indexes also
organize subjects by the decade of their
birth and by their ethnicity or country of
origin. Many black-and-white photographs
of the artists, often in the midst of their
craft, enhance the text throughout this
insightful volume.
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